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Dancing Wings Hobby T25 Cloud Dancer Trainer.
Supplementary Builders Notes
Fuselage Assembly


Glue together plywood F-1
and F-1-1 to make two
fuselage sides. Note: the
right-hand F-1-1 has a cutout for the elevator control
rod.



Bond the balsa doublers F-2 and F-10 to the
insides of F-1/F-1-1 using the lightning holes to
align the parts. Take care to make a left and right
side.
Note: The elevator exit is on the R/H side.
Release formers F-3 x 2, F-4 x 2, F-7 x2, F-12 x
3, F-13 x 3 and F-18 x 2 from their blanks and
laminate multiple formers together.
Pre drill the fixing holes for the motor mount in to
former F-3.









Install the captive nuts into formers
F-4 and F-18, then pre fit nose
wheel mounting to F-4 with bolts
supplied. Mark and cut-off excess
length from the bolt so that they
end flush with the captive nuts.
Remove any burs or sharp edges.
Refit nose wheel mount.
Elongate the hole in F-7 for the
nose wheel steering control rod on
left hand side. See photo below.
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Cut hole in F-9 for the servo leads to
exit where the DW logo is and make
new hole for rudder push rod. See
photo below.



Temporally install the landing gear
wire into W-13. Use the provided
saddle camps to locate and mark
positions for clamp screws and drill
pilot holes. Remove landing gear and
drill pilot holes for screws. Put thin
superglue in the holes and allow to
dry completely.



Install formers F-3 through F-13 to
one fuselage side, checking for square
and glue in place.
Use the photo below to orient and
install formers F-14, F15 and F16 the
correct way round to support the
ruder and elevator control rods in
order to give free movement of the
control rods.
Checking for square and glue formers
F-14 through F-18 in place.
Add second fuselage side and glue in
place.
Install top and bottom tailplane seats
F-24 into rear of fuselage, checking for alignment with F-17.
Add top deck F-20, check exit point for rudder control rod is on the left hand side. Add
F-22 and F-22-1 front deck.
Add F-21 and F-23 to the underside.
Close out the opening in the tail with F-25.
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Wing Assembly


Locate root end of W-8 wing ply spa, check and trim end to give a 3° angle to the root
rib. This is to allow for the wing dihedral angle. See photos below



Assemble ply wing spar W-8, W-8-1 and W-8-2. Note W-8-2 fits on the front face of
the spare, and is sandwiched between W-9/W-9-1 top and bottom balsa spares.
Join the two parts of all span wise balsa components i.e., W-9/W-9-1, W-27/W-27-1,
W-28/W-28-1 and W-29/W-29-1.













Laminate the two W-5 ribs and the two W-1 ribs before starting assembly.
Place ply spar W-8 inverted on bench, slot wing ribs in place loosely, leave W-1 off at
this point. Then add W-9 bottom spar, tack glue only! to W-8 so you can turn it over
without the ribs falling off. Turn the wing over.
Complete assembly by adding W-9 top spar, W-27 false leading edge and W-29 trailing
edge. Note; stagger the wood joints as much as possible in span wise elements I.e.,
W-9, W-27 to W-28 etc.
Check the wing is square and the rib W-2 is angled in at the top by 3°, for the dihedral.
You will need to trim the leading and trailing edges to help archive this.
Note; The alternative is to leave W-2 square and later sand W-1x2 to a wedge shape,
but this is a lot more work later.
When you are happy all is good, wick glue around all the joints.
Wing Tips. (You could leave this step until later, when you’ve fitted the top and bottom
sheeting. Note; The balsa spares and leading edge are very fragile.)
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To help bend the top sheeting to the rib profile, lightly score the wood every 3mm
forward of the spare line and aft of the spare every 6mm with a knife blade
(BE VERY CAREFUL NOT TO CUT THROUGH).
You could also make up thin doublers to add around the outboard profile of W-6 to give
more material on which to bond W-16 and 17.
Add W-16 and W-17, then cut-off excess from the spar and leading edge and sand to
shape.
Laminate and add wing mounting doubler W-15x2.
Add the W-10's and W-11's doublers for the servo mount.
Add W-14 dihedral brace recess balsa infills, top and bottom in to the first 2 bays. Then
add the ply front covers W-34. Note be careful not to get glue in to the recess as you
want the brace to slide freely in later.
W-18 wing sheeting top and bottom is made up from 8 separate pieces, and it pays to
weigh them. Use the lighter ones for the top sheeting which has more curvature as
they will bend easer. Try to equal out any weight difference across the two wing
panels.
Bottom sheeting W-20-1 open up the hole for the servo lead plugs to pass through
easily. Drill hole through the hole in W-15x2 for wing bolt, into bottom sheeting, after
fitting.
Top sheeting W-20 has its grain running long ways which can give a starved horse
look. To help with the curvature of the wing profile. You have enough wood from W-20
to turn it through 90degs and cut into 3 parts, the width of the first 2 wing bays.
Note; Cut accurately as there is no spare wood.
Drill hole through the hole in W-15x2 for wing bolt, into top sheeting.
Add W-10 and W-11 servo bay cover retaining mounts. From off cuts, add an extra
brace and capping strip aft of the wing servo bay, so covering can be attached around
all 4 sides of the bay.
The aileron servo can either be glued directly to the ply bay cover W-12, or better
make up some servo mounts from off cuts of ply and balsa and glue them to the cover
W-12. You can then fit the servo with screws supplied with the servos.
4 self-tapping screw hold the cover W-12 in place.
A simple paper tube makes feeding the servo leads through the wing to the exit point
very easy.
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Assemble the 20 parts that make up an aileron (typical cross section shown). Sand the
faces of W-23 and W-24 that mate with W-25 to blend the joint with no gaps.
When built, mark and cut slots for 4 hinges along the centre line of W-24. Cut
reciprocal slots in the wing trailing edge W-29. Then sand the aileron front edge in to a
curved shape to allow it to rotate.

Join the wing panels with epoxy and apply a thin coat to the dihedral brace W-13x2,
spar recess and rib mating faces and assemble. Use the cure time to align it all
correctly. The design of the wing means you have no need to reinforce the joint with a
glass cloth bandage. Note the two root ribs should come together with no large gaps.

Assembly of The Vertical And Horizontal Stabilisers (Tailplane)







Make up the horizontal stabiliser as shown. Use the extra W-9 strips of balsa to make
up the internal and diagonal parts.
Mark and cut slots for 5 hinges along the centre line of T-5. Cut matching slots in the
trailing edge T-1. Sand the front edge of T-5 to a “V” shape to allow the elevator to
rotate up and down.
Make up the vertical tail as shown in the manual, except note that the rudder T-11 is
shown upside down. The thick end should be at the bottom where the control horns will
fit.
Mark and cut slots for 2 hinges along the centre line of T-11. Cut reciprocal slots in the
trailing edge T-8 Sand the front edge of T-11 to a “V” shape to allow the rudder to
rotate left and right
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Assembling the Landing Gear






Assemble front wheel as shown in manual, with pre
install pushrod keeper. Use collet to hold the wheel
in place.
Assemble main landing gear as shown, BUT DO
NOT Paste with lots of glue. Instead, fit main
landing gear with the supplied saddle clamps and
self-tapping screws into the pre drilled pilot holes.
Fit wheels as shown with collets either side of the
wheel. You may need to open up the hole in the wheel a little to give free spinning
wheels.

Fitting The Wing to The Fuselage




Sand W-18-1 balsa wing seat to a “V” shape to match the bottom of the wing, then
glue in place.
Fit wing and align F-19 with the wing fixing bolts and glue in place F-19.
Glue with epoxy glue and check for squire. Note; This step can be left until the
covering is in place to make covering easier.

Installing The Servos


Install servos and ESC in the fuselage as shown below




Set up nose wheel as shown in manual.
Install the control horns in the tail as in photos below.
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Set up the radio system and adjust control movements to give the throws listed in the
table.
Surface
Ailerons
Elevator
Rudder






Surface Movement
+/- 8mm (5/8”)
+/- 8mm (5/8”)
+/- 12mm (1/2”)

Remove all control surface horns. Round off the leading edges of the tail and wings
parts. Give the model a good final sanding down. The model is now ready for covering
using your favourite material.
After covering, refit control surfaces, control surface horns and glue hinges in place
using thin cyano.
Do the final set up of the radio system making sure control moments are in the correct
direction. For Safety, do not install the propeller until all this is complete.

Checking the CofG (Centre of Gravity)


The balance point or CoG is 74mm from the wing leading edge. Our test model
balanced as shown in the manual with a 3S 2200mAh LiPo installed without the need to
add any weight. We found this CofG to be correct.
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Dancing Wings Hobby T25 Cloud Dancer

Written by Roy Thompson of Roy’s RC Models – Thanks Roy!

4-Max are THE leading UK fixed wing electric flight specialist
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